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Abstract
Features of the P2P model, such as scalability and
volatility tolerance, have motivated its use in distributed
systems. Several generic P2P libraries have been proposed
for building distributed applications. However, very few ex-
perimental evaluations of these frameworks have been con-
ducted, especially at large scales. Such experimental anal-
yses are important, since they can help system designers
to optimize P2P protocols and better understand the bene-
fits of the P2P model. This is particularly important when
the P2P model is applied to special use cases, such as grid
computing. This paper focuses on the scalability of two
main protocols proposed by the JXTA P2P platform. First,
we provide a detailed description of the underlying mecha-
nisms used by JXTA to manage its overlay and propagate
messages over it: the rendezvous protocol. Second, we de-
scribe the discovery protocol used to find resources inside
a JXTA network. We then report a detailed, large-scale,
multi-site experimental evaluation of these protocols, using
the nine clusters of the French Grid’5000 testbed.
1. Introduction
Programming distributed applications has always been
a difficult task. This difficulty is further increased when
systems target a large scale (i.e. millions of users). While
trying to address this problem, the Peer-to-Peer (P2P) ap-
proach is receiving a growing interest thanks to its prop-
erties, primarily scalability and volatility tolerance. Con-
sequently, by using a P2P model, applications can hope
to offer higher scalability and availability despite dynamic
changes in the underlying physical infrastructure. The P2P
model was initially used for large-scale applications over
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Internet (such as file sharing, instant messaging, etc.), but
has also been found attractive in the field of distributed sci-
entific simulation on grid infrastructures. As an example, it
can typically be used in connection with grid resource man-
agement middleware [9, 23].
Recently, a number of P2P libraries (e.g. Bamboo [28],
FreePastry [29], JXTA [27], etc.) providing basic sup-
port for P2P interaction (for example discovery mecha-
nisms) have been made available. Such libraries are in-
tended to serve as generic building blocks for higher-
level P2P services and applications. Among these P2P li-
braries, the JXTA framework is emerging as a de facto
standard for building services or applications in the indus-
trial world [30]. It is also used in various research projects,
[1, 2, 21] to cite a few (see [31] for a more detailed list).
However, before using such generic layers, it is impor-
tant to analyze their suitability with respect to the require-
ments of the target P2P service or application. Most pub-
lished papers introducing these libraries give the cost of
basic operations (e.g. routing and discovery) through com-
plexity analyses and simulations. These theoretical evalua-
tions are certainly necessary, but they clearly are only a pre-
liminary step. To fully understand the behavior of the pro-
posed P2P libraries, experimental evaluations on existing
distributed testbeds are unavoidable. Such practical eval-
uations make it possible to better tune the proposed algo-
rithms, depending for instance on the testbed scale or on
the underlying network topology targeted by applications.
For instance, the current convergence of grid computing and
P2P computing [10] calls for precise requirements and guar-
antees to be defined for P2P algorithms. This makes it pos-
sible to better understand the benefits of the P2P model in
such particular use cases.
In this work, we focus on the performance of the JXTA
protocols. JXTA is an open-source initiative, sparked by
Sun Microsystems. It was founded in order to develop a
set of standard open protocols for P2P network applica-
tions. To the best of our knowledge, it is the most ad-
vanced framework currently available for building services
and applications based on the P2P model. In its 2.0 ver-
sion, JXTA consists of a specification of six language- and
platform-independent, XML-based protocols [32] that pro-
vide basic services common to most P2P applications, such
as peer group organization, resource discovery, and inter-
peer communication. A more detailed overview of JXTA
can be found in [27]. In this paper, we focus on the per-
formance analysis of the so-called Loosely-Consistent Dis-
tributed Hash Table (LC-DHT) [26] at a large scale. This
mechanism has been introduced in JXTA 2.0 for resource
discovery.
In order to evaluate the cost of this LC-DHT, we bench-
mark the discovery protocol from an application point of
view. However, we also evaluate the underlying algorithms
used by the LC-DHT, i.e. the rendezvous protocol, used
to organize the JXTA overlay and propagate queries. We
perform multi-site tests over the Grid’5000 testbed [6], an
experimental grid platform consisting of 9 sites geographi-
cally distributed in France. Grid’5000 aims at gathering a
total of 5,000 CPUs in the near future. We vary parameters
of these algorithms: the overlay size and some parameters
controlling the algorithm behavior. We also experiment two
overlay topologies: chains and trees. These metrics are ap-
plied on the C reference implementation of the JXTA spec-
ifications, known as JXTA-C [25].
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 introduces related work: we discuss some existing
performance evaluations of DHTs as well as of JXTA. Sec-
tion 3 provides an overview of JXTA’s protocol stack, with
a focus on protocols involved in the management of the LC-
DHT evaluated in our experiments. Section 4 presents and
discusses scalability experiments for the rendezvous pro-
tocol and for the discovery protocol. Finally, Section 5
concludes the paper and suggests directions for further re-
search.
2. Related work
Papers introducing DHTs such as Pastry [19], have eval-
uated the benefits of this approach, but mainly through theo-
retical analyses and simulations. The most commonly used
metric to evaluate DHTs is the number of hops required to
look for a resource in a given overlay. Because of the use
of simulations, past evaluations usually assume a static net-
work. More recently, the impact of realistic conditions, such
as for instance churns, on the performance of the lookup
operation have been the subject of many papers [16,18,22].
Such work is sometimes based on theoretical analyses [17],
but more usually on laws modeling the session length of a
peer [16, 18] as well as on traces of existing deployed sys-
tems [22]. However, note that traces are subject to inaccu-
racies: only a subset of the network has been explored in
a time-constrained period and lookup patterns might there-
fore not be representative. Large-scale experimental eval-
uations of DHTs in controlled environments are therefore
required to compare any proposed improvements in a fair
manner as well as to report performances of DHTs using
traditional network metrics, such as latency, bandwidth, etc.
To the best of our knowledge, only [8] provides such exper-
imental evaluations, using 425 peers over 150 nodes of the
PlanetLab [7] testbed and takes into account underlying net-
work characteristics in the used metrics.
In the JXTA field, various implementations of the JXTA
specification have been evaluated [11, 12, 20] and com-
pared to other systems [5,14] (especially as regards JXTA-
J2SE). However most of these evaluations were performed
at application-level, without any analysis of the internal be-
havior of JXTA’s protocols. Such an analysis has recently
been provided for the performance of JXTA’s communica-
tion layers [3,4]. The goal of this paper is to bring a similar
contribution by analyzing and evaluating JXTA’s LC-DHT
mechanism, on which relies JXTA’s protocols for resource
publishing and discovery.
The LC-DHT has been introduced in JXTA-J2SE and
JXTA-C starting from versions 2.0 and 2.2 respectively.
The approach has been compared to a classical DHT-based
approach in [24], by modifying JXTA’s discovery proto-
col. However, no performance evaluation was reported.
In [13] authors compare the LC-DHT approach to a cen-
tralized or flooding approach (which was the strategy used
by JXTA 1.0), with respect to memory usage, reliabil-
ity and query response time for different configurations
of a JXTA virtual network. Benchmarks were performed
against JXTA-J2SE. However, no benchmarks have been
performed at a large-scale, as the experimental configura-
tions used up to 32 peers only, based on a LC-DHT dis-
tributed on 4 peers. One of the main goals of this paper is
precisely to test the scalability of the LC-DHT approach,
using much larger configurations.
3. Description of JXTA
3.1. General overview
JXTA relies on a set of basic concepts: a “peer” is
an entity able to communicate by exchanging messages;
a “peer group” (also called an overlay in the remainder
of this paper) is a set of peers with a common interest,
and providing common services; an “advertisement” is an
XML document describing a resource. JXTA specifies a set
of language- and platform-independent XML-based proto-
cols [32]. These protocols are used inside each peer group
to provide a rich set of building blocks (called services)
for the management of peer-to-peer systems: resource dis-
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Figure 1. Partial view of JXTA’s protocol
stack as defined by the specification.
covery, overlay self-configuration, peer-to-peer communi-
cation, etc.
Figure 1 shows the stack of protocols defined by JXTA.
Above the physical transport protocols, the endpoint rout-
ing protocol (ERP) is used to find available routes from a
source peer to a destination peer. The rendezvous protocol is
responsible for message distribution and topology manage-
ment. On top of the rendezvous protocol, JXTA uses a stan-
dardized query/response protocol: the resolver protocol. It
provides a generic, topology-independent query/response
interface which other higher-level services may use to in-
voke various P2P operations. For instance, the discovery
protocol defines one such service, which provides a specific
API for publishing and discovery, which is implemented us-
ing the resolver protocol. The discovery protocol is used to
publish and to find available resources within a JXTA over-
lay. It relies on the use of resource advertisements, whose
life duration can be controlled via the discovery API. Dis-
covery resource announcements and queries are forwarded
by the underlying resolver protocol to the appropriate ren-
dezvous peers.
In this paper, we focus on the rendezvous protocol and
on the discovery protocol. Before introducing in more de-
tails these two protocols, let us stress that, for each pro-
tocol, JXTA only defines the syntax for queries and re-
sponses; it does not specify the behavior of algorithms used
by implementations willing to be compliant with the pro-
tocol specification. For instance, various message routing
approaches can be used by JXTA implementations, mak-
ing JXTA the perfect framework for testing topology-based
routing algorithms. Moreover, the specification does not
define the structure of a JXTA-based overlay. In current
implementations (JXTA-C or JXTA-J2SE), a JXTA over-
lay is a structured network based on the use of mainly two
peer types: super-peers, commonly called rendezvous peers,
and regular peers, called edge peers. Each edge peer is at-
tached to a rendezvous peer. Queries and responses are for-
warded among the super-peers using a Loosely-Consistent
Distributed Hash Table (LC-DHT), whose behavior is de-
tailed in Section 3.3. However, note that alternate imple-
mentations of JXTA may provide different types of over-
lays.
Let S be a JXTA overlay, composed of r rendezvous
peers and e edge peers. If rendezvous peers are noted R i,
and edge peers are noted Ej , then S is defined as follows:
S = {Ri, i = 1..r} ∪ {Ej, j = 1..e} (1)
3.2. The peerview protocol: managing the
overlay
As stated by the JXTA specifications, the rendezvous
protocol is divided into three sub-protocols:
1. the peerview protocol, used by rendezvous peers to
organize themselves by synchronizing their views of
each other;
2. the rendezvous lease protocol, used by edge peers to
subscribe to the reception of messages propagated by
the rendezvous peers;
3. the rendezvous propagation protocol, which enables
peers to manage the propagation of individual mes-
sages within a group.
In this paper, we focus on the first protocol: the peerview
protocol. This protocol allows rendezvous peers to work to-
gether to form a so-called global peerview: an ordered list
(by peer ID) of peers currently acting as rendezvous peers
within a given group. This list is used to route messages
within that group. Each rendezvous peer maintains a local
version of the list, which represents its view of the global
peerview. Let g be the size of the global peerview for a
given peer group S, and li the size of local peerview of ren-
dezvous peer Ri. Let T be the set of values that can take
the time during a given execution of a JXTA application.
The goal of the peerview protocol is to form and keep the
individual local peerviews consistent across all rendezvous
peers participating in a given group. This can be translated
in the following property:
∃ t1 ∈ T, ∀ t2 ∈ T, t2 > t1, ∀ Ri ∈ S : li = g (2)
We shall see in Section 3.3 that this consistency is required
for an optimal query propagation over a JXTA overlay.
To achieve this goal, rendezvous peers periodically probe
other members of the peerview. Algorithm 1 shows the
main steps of this process used by JXTA-C for this pur-
pose. The algorithm is run by every rendezvous peer of
S. The elapsed time between two iterations of the al-
gorithm is controlled by the PEERVIEW_INTERVAL con-
stant (set by default to 30 seconds). Note that the algorithm
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Algorithm 1: Pseudo-code of the main steps of the
periodic algorithm used for the convergence of local
peerviews of Ri.
repeat1
wait for PEERVIEW_INTERVAL;2
remove entries from the local peerview for which3
time > PVE_EXPIRATION;
li = size of the local peerview of Ri;4
for rdv ∈ {upper_rdv, lower_rdv} do5
if li < HAPPY_SIZE then6
probe rdv;7
else8
if rand ()% 3 == 0 then9
update our entry in the peerview of10
rdv;
else11
probe rdv;12
if li < HAPPY_SIZE then13
probe initial rendezvous peers, called seed14
rendezvous;
until rendezvous service is stopped ;15
used by JXTA-J2SE is slightly different, but the variation
in behavior does not appear to be significant. Apart from
the peer running the algorithm, two other peers are mainly
involved: 1) the rendezvous peer whose peer ID immedi-
ately preceeds the local peer ID in the sorted list of peer
IDs, noted as lower_rdv in the algorithm and 2) the ren-
dezvous peer whose peer ID immediately follows the local
peer ID in the same list, noted as upper_rdv in the al-
gorithm. Theses two rendezvous peers, if present (peers at
each end of the sorted list will have only one peer to probe),
are more actively probed if the size of the peerview has not
reached a configurable minimum threshold: HAPPY_SIZE
(by default set to 4). A probe is a peerview message that
contains a rendezvous advertisement describing the sender
(let us call this peer A). In response to a probe, the receiver
(also a rendezvous peer, let us call it B) returns its own ren-
dezvous advertisement. In a separate message, peer B will
also return a randomly chosen rendezvous advertisement for
another rendezvous peer in his list (C). This second mes-
sage is known as a referral response. This way, the initiator
of the probe (A) may learn about a new rendezvous peer.
However, before adding this new rendezvous advertisement
in its local peerview, peer A will probe peer C, which will
also send a referral response publishing the identity of yet
another rendezvous peer (D), and so on. The default life-
time of rendezvous advertisements in the peerview is con-
trolled via a constant (PVE_EXPIRATION, by default set
to 20 minutes). This tunable constant is used at line 3 of
Algorithm 1 to remove expired peerview entries.
3.3. The discovery protocol: publishing and
discovering resources
An overview of the LC-DHT algorithm. The LC-DHT
algorithm (for Loosely-Consistent Distributed Hash Table)
defines a mechanism for publishing and discovering re-
sources within a JXTA overlay. Each resource made avail-
able is described by an advertisement. Each type of adver-
tisement defines a set of attributes by which instances of the
advertisement are indexed. Peers maintain and publish at-
tribute tables for their advertisements. An attribute table
consists of tuples (index attribute, value), each of which
is associated to a life duration and to the identity of the
publishing peer. These attribute tables are published by
the edge peers to their associated rendezvous peers. Ren-
dezvous peers which receive such publication requests keep
a copy of the tuples and then replicate them across the en-
tire network of rendezvous by applying a hash function on
each tuple, in order to determine on which rendezvous peer
to replicate the table. Such a rendezvous peer designated by
the LC-DHT algorithm as responsible for an advertisement
is called replica peer for that advertisement. The hash func-
tion (detailed below) shows that the mapping of indexes to
the appropriate replica peer is based on the use of the local
peerview (we remind the reader that l i is the size of the local
peerview):
Function ReplicaPeer(tuple) applied by peer R i
member of S to find the replica peer for a given adver-
tisement.
hash = SHA-1 (tuple);1
pos = floor(hash ∗ liMAX_HASH );2
Return peerview entry at position pos;3
The hash is actually applied on a string obtained by con-
catenating the type of the advertisement, the name of the
attribute used for indexing and its value. The maximum
value the hash function of the LC-DHT can return is noted
MAX_HASH.
Let us take an example to illustrate both publish and
lookup operations for a resource (with S = {R i, i =
1..6} ∪ {Ej , j = 1..2}). In our example, the resource
is a peer represented by a peer advertisement Adv (so the
peer type is Peer); let us assume that the index attribute is
Name and its associated value is Test. The hash function
will then be applied to the string: “PeerNameTest”. Let us
assume that the output hash value is 116, that MAX_HASH
equals 200 and that the property (2) is satisfied (l i = g = 6).
Consequently, the Table 1 shows local peerviews of eachR i
member of S.
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Peerview entry 0 1 2 3 4 5
Peer ID (Ri) 006 (R1) 020 (R2) 036 (R3) 050 (R4) 088 (R5) 180 (R6)
Table 1. Local peerview used by each Ri
member of S for both publish and lookup op-
erations of tuple (116, E1).
Publishing. The top side of Figure 2 shows the main
steps for publishing this advertisement, which are described
below.
1. The tuple is first sent by the edge peer E1 to its as-
sociated rendezvous peer R1, which can compute the
appropriate replica peer for the advertisement. Ac-
cording to the replica peer function (position =
 116∗6200  = 3), the tuple (116, E1) will get replicated
onto the third peer in R1’s peerview, which is ren-
dezvous peer R4 (see Table 1). The tuple (116, E1)
is also stored by R1 to increase its availability for edge
peers connected to the same rendezvous peer.
2. The tuple (116, E1) is therefore sent on the rendezvous
peer R4.
Discovery. The goal of the peer discovery protocol is
to find resources within the group. It makes use of the tu-
ples described above. Edge peers specify queries by indicat-
ing index attributes and desired values for those attributes.
This is expressed as a discovery protocol message, which is
propagated over a JXTA overlay according to the following
steps (bottom side of Figure 2).
1. The message is first forwarded by the edge peer to
its rendezvous peer via the resolver protocol (for ren-
dezvous peers this step is not necessary as they act as
their own rendezvous). In our example, edge peer E 2
is looking up for Adv: the discovery request is sent to
R2, which is E2’s rendezvous peer.
2. Rendezvous peer R2 first checks if it has a local hash
value of 116. In that case, R2 can directly forwards the
query to E1 and the lookup process continues at step 4.
If no local matching hash value if found,R2 applies the
same hash function as used for publication upon the
query expression elements. Consequently, the query is
forwarded to the resulting replica peer: R4.
3. As R4 is indeed the correct replica peer for this query,
the query is forwarded to the edge peer that has pub-
lished the Adv advertisement: E1.
4. Finally, edge peer E1 sends its advertisement to the
requesting edge peer (E2).
publishing
Adv 020
036
050
088
180
2
1
(116, E1)
(PeerNameTest, E1)
006
SHA−1(Adv) = 116
E1
R1
R
R
R
R
R
2
3
4
5
6
upper and lower rendezvous link
discovering
6
Adv
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088
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2
3
4
1
020
SHA−1(expression) = 116
expression = PeerNameTest
E 1
006
ER
R
R
R
R
R
1
22
3
4
5
Figure 2. Main steps for publishing (top) and
looking up (bottom) a resource advertise-
ment over the network of rendezvous peers.
In this example, the advertisement has a
hash value of 116.
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Link with the peerview protocol. When publishing or
looking up for advertisements, local peerviews of ren-
dezvous peers are used to forward messages to replica peers.
However, if rendezvous peers have different local peerviews
they will route messages to different destination rendezvous
peers: this is due to the fact that the replica peer is com-
puted based on the rank of the rendezvous peers in the lo-
cal peerviews. If local peerviews differ on the rendezvous
peer performing the publication and on the rendezvous peer
in charge of performing the corresponding discovery query,
the replica peer computed at publication will not match the
one computed during the discovery process. However, upon
failing to find a resource on a replica peer, a backup mech-
anism is used: the query will be forwarded to the upper and
lower rendezvous peers, which may store the resource. The
query is said to walk the whole peerview in both directions:
towards upper values in the hash space starting from the
upper_rdv rendezvous peer, and towards lower values in
the hash space starting from the lower_rdv rendezvous
peer.
Complexity. On an overlay gathering n nodes, classical
DHTs have a complexity in O(log n) for publishing re-
sources1, whereas LC-DHT have a complexity in O(1) (2
messages in the worst case). However for discovery, a LC-
DHT based approach does not offer the same O(log n)
query guarantee that other DHT systems provide. Current
implementations of JXTA provide a O(r) query guaran-
tee, where r is the number of rendezvous peers. The worst
case corresponds to the use of the walk mechanism upon
failure of the hash-based discovery (due to high churn),
more precisely when the rendezvous peer responsible for
the searched advertisement is diametrically opposed in the
peerview of the rendezvous peer computed by the hash
function. Therefore the peerview must be walked and the
number of hops used is then O(r). In practice, with the
help of advertisement replication, this number of hops is
much less than r. Finally, note that if local peerviews of all
rendezvous peers of a given group satisfy the property (2),
the complexity is only in O(1) (actually 4 messages in the
worst case, as illustrated on the bottom side of Figure 2).
The LC-DHT approach avoids the expensive traffic (and,
often more importantly, latency overhead) required by clas-
sical DHTs to maintain consistency. On the other hand, if
rendezvous peers are volatile, peerviews may change, and
computed replica peers may not be correct, as it would be
theoretically the case with classical DHTs. However, stud-
ies of these classical DHTs showed that their maintenance
mechanisms are unable to cope with churns of a few tens of
minutes [18], which most peers of existing systems follow
according to the same paper. Note that JXTA edge peers
periodically push tuples of updated or new indexes to their
1With respect to the number of required hops.
rendezvous peers (by default every 30 seconds). However,
this is only done if advertisements have changed or have
been explicitly republished by applications. Consequently,
this may lead to the computation of new replica peers, to al-
low future discovery requests to complete correctly. On the
other hand, edge peers also publish their tuples whenever
they connect to a new rendezvous peer.
The drawback of this LC-DHT approach is therefore that
it is possible to deliver incomplete results in the case of
highly inconsistent peerviews. This explains the name given
to this approach: loosely-consistent DHT, whose aim is to
cope with highly-dynamic peer-to-peer networks.
4. Scalability evaluation of JXTA-C protocols
Experimental setup. Nodes used for the experiments
mainly consist of machines using dual or quadri 2.2 GHz
AMD Opteron, dual 900 MHz Intel Itanium2, outfitted with
up to 4 GB of RAM each, and running a 2.6 version Linux
kernel; the hardware network layer used is a Giga Ether-
net (1 Gb/s) network. All 9 sites of the Grid’5000 testbed
were used: Bordeaux, Grenoble, Lille, Lyon, Nancy, Or-
say, Rennes, Sophia and Toulouse. Tests were executed us-
ing JXTA-C version 2.3 (released the 15th of December
2005), used and configured to use TCP as the underlying
transport protocol. JXTA-C benchmarks are compiled us-
ing gcc 4.0 with the -O2 level of optimization. Finally,
for the deployment of JXTA overlays, we used the generic
deployment tool ADAGE [15]. In order to do this, we de-
veloped a JXTA plug-in for ADAGE so that overlays can
be described in a concise manner, and generation of con-
figuration files for JXTA automated. We performed two
different kind of tests, as detailed below.
4.1. Evaluation of the peerview protocol
Benchmark description. The goal of this benchmark is
to measure the time it takes for the peerview protocol to
make the LC-DHT consistent across rendezvous peers, that
is to say the time for the property (2) to be satisfied. Each
time a rdv peer is added to, or removed from the local
peerview of a rendezvous peer, the elapsed time since the
beginning of the test is logged, as well as the type of event.
We performed benchmarks using an increasing number of
rendezvous peers, with different logical topologies (chain
or tree) and for different values of the PVE_EXPIRATION
constant. As in Section 3.1, we note r the number of ren-
dezvous peers in a peer group (noted S as introduced in the
same Section) and l the size of the local peerview of a ren-
dezvous peer. Finally, note that in our benchmark S is only
made of rendezvous peers (S = {Ri, i = 1..r}).
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Scalability of the peerview protocol. The top side of
Figure 3 shows the evolution of l according to r. Both
chains (r equals to 10, 45, 50, 80, 160, 580) and trees
(160, 220, 338) topologies have been tested, revealing that
this initial parameter has no significant influence on the
peerview behavior. For a same experiment, the value l of
each rendezvous peer belonging to S evolves in the same
way. When r ≥ 45, the property (2) is not satisfied. More-
over, only three experiments (r equals to 10, 45 and 50)
reach the maximal possible value for S. This maximal pos-
sible value, noted m, is equal to r − 12. Finally, the ex-
periment with n = 580 enables to clearly distinguish three
phases in the setup on the local peerview of a rendezvous
peer.
1. An increase of l. This phase lasts as long as the lifetime
duration of the advertisements of rendezvous peers
(controlled by the constant PVE_EXPIRATION, see
Section 3.2), which is 20 minutes for the given experi-
ment.
2. A decrease of l. This phase starts at the time PVE_
EXPIRATION. If after this time the rendezvous asso-
ciated to its entry in the peerview is not probed by the
algorithm of the peerview, the entry is removed from
it.
3. A fluctuation of l around a given value, depending of
the value of n. In our case, l is around 300. In the
worst case, this phase starts at a time around twice the
value of PVE_EXPIRATION in minutes (experiment
with r = 580).
The bottom side of Figure 3 shows the distribution of
adding and removal events (respectively depicted by rhom-
bus and cross) of rendezvous peers in the local peerview of
a rendezvous peer (where r = 580). More precisely, on
the y axis is shown the number of a given rendezvous peer 3
of the experiment. Results show that almost all rendezvous
peers are getting in touch with all other rendezvous peers.
The maximal given number of the last known rendezvous
peer is indeed 577, that is to say 2 rendezvous peers were
not discovered. This occurs 117 minutes after the beginning
of the experiment. Two phases can also be observed for this
curve:
1. First, only adding events of rendezvous peers in the
peerview occur. This phase lasts PVE_EXPIRATION
(20 minutes in our experiment). It starts with a curve
of adding events in local peerviews, as shown by the
first curve, made of rhombus, on the bottom side of
Figure 3.
2Our measurement excludes the local rendezvous peer from the size of
the peerview.
3For each new rendezvous peer added in the peerview, a number is
given to the rendezvous peer starting from 1.
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Figure 3. Evolution of the size l of the
peerview of a rendezvous peer according to
the total number r of rendezvous peers in the
system (top). Distribution of add and remove
events of rendezvous peers in the peerview
of a rendezvous-peer (bottom).
2. Both adding and removal events of rendezvous peers
in the peerview are observed. This phase starts at time
PVE_EXPIRATION and lasts till the end of the ex-
periment. It starts with a curve of removal events in
local peerviews, as shown by the second curve, made
of crosses, on the bottom side of Figure 3.
Figure 3 (bottom side) explains the third phase in the setup
of the peerview of a rendezvous peer. The fluctuation of the
value m corresponds indeed to the adding and removal of
entries in the peerview, which occur in this second and last
phase. This indicate the incapacity of the peerview protocol
to probe all the entries of the peerview, in a time shorter than
the value of the constant PVE_EXPIRATION. Moreover,
this figure also explains why the value of m culminates in
time to the value of the constantPVE_EXPIRATION. After
this time, the curve of adding events counterbalances the
curve of removal events, thereby explaining the phase 3 in
the setup of a local peerview.
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Discussion. This benchmark allows to characterize the
behavior of the algorithm of the peerview protocol of
JXTA-C. It tries to give a reliable answer to the follow-
ing question: how many rendezvous peers can be deployed
in a JXTA group? This question is frequently asked in the
mailing lists of JXTA and until now answered without any
proof. The peerview algorithm was believed to work well
for values of n as high as 100 or 150. However, our evalua-
tion shows that even for n greater than 45, the property (2),
which expresses the goal of the peerview protocol, is not
satisfied. Consequently, with parameters of the peerview
protocol set to default values, a JXTA group made of 45
rendezvous peers is not able to optimally organize itself.
Therefore, the most efficient routing of requests is not guar-
anteed, leading to an increase in the number of hops needed
for a discovery request for example (see Section 3.3).
A solution is to modify the value of the constant PVE_
EXPIRATION, as shown by the following experiment. Fig-
ure 4 shows the evolution of the value of m on a rendezvous
peer (with r = 50), according to two different values for
the constant PVE_EXPIRATION. By changing this con-
stant to a time greater than the duration of the experiment
(60 minutes in our case), l reaches its maximum possible
value: r − 1, which in our case is 49. In Property (2), t1 is
therefore equal to 17 minutes. Another solution to support a
higher number of rendezvous peers is to decrease the inter-
val of time between the iterations of the peerview algorithm
loop (constant PEERVIEW_INTERVAL, see Section 3.2).
Note that both parameters can be tuned at the same time.
In all cases, a compromise must be reached between
freshness (and thereby reliability of information in the
peerview) on one side and bandwidth consumption on the
other side. The freshness of information decreases when
the value of the constant PVE_EXPIRATION increases,
whereas the bandwidth consumption increases whenever
the value of the constant PEERVIEW_INTERVAL in-
creases.
4.2. Evaluation of the discovery protocol
Benchmark description. The goal of this benchmark is
to evaluate the time t needed for an edge peer to retrieve
an advertisement. In our setup, a network of r rendezvous
peers is deployed to route discovery messages. One edge
peer (called publisher) connects to this network and pub-
lishes a specific advertisement that is then searched by an-
other edge peer (called searcher). All measurements are
calculated based on 100 consecutive queries, each of them
followed by a flush of the local searcher cache, in order
to avoid cache speedup. Publishing and searching jobs de-
lay their execution time after that local peerviews of ren-
dezvous peer entered their phase 3 (see explanations of Fig-
ure 3). A first set of experiments involves a publisher,
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Figure 4. Evolution of the size l of the
peerview of a rendezvous peer, for a P2P
system made of 50 rendezvous peers, ac-
cording to the value of the parameter PVE_
EXPIRATION (top). Time t to discover an ad-
vertisement depending on the number of ren-
dezvous peers r, edge peers and fake adver-
tisements f (bottom).
a searcher and an increasing number of rendezvous peers
(configurationA). No edge peers are attached to rendezvous
peers but the publisher and the searcher (S = {Ri, i =
1..r} ∪ {Ej , j = 1..2}). The second set of experiments ex-
tends the first one by adding edge peers to some rendezvous
peers (configuration B). More precisely, 50 edge peers
will connect to 5 rendezvous peers amongst the r available
(S = {Ri, i = 1..r} ∪ {Ej , j = 1..52}). Each peer of
this class, called noisers, publish a specified number of ran-
dom advertisements f , called fake advertisement, to its ren-
dezvous peer. The goal of this second experiment is to stress
the discovery protocol by running it in more realistic con-
ditions, where applications publish multiple advertisements
concurrently. This will allow us to measure the impact of
concurrency on the discovery time.
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Scalability of the discovery protocol. The bottom side of
Figure 4 shows the average time t needed to discover a given
advertisement, according to the number of rendezvous peers
r. For each value of r we measure the discovery time with
(B) and without (A) extra “noise” produced by 50 noiser
edges (with f = 100). The (A) curve shows that adding up
to 50 rendezvous peers does not significantly increase the
discovery time: t remains around 12 ms. From 50 to 200
rendezvous peers, the discovery time grows linearly. This is
explained by the behavior described above for the peerview
protocol: when using such a large number of rendezvous
peers, Property (2), which is related to the stabilization
of the peerview, cannot be satisfied. Therefore, the local
peerviews of rendezvous peers are not consistent, forcing
the LC-DHT algorithm to walk the global peerview. This
represents a linear cost with respect to the number of ren-
dezvous peers r, as stated in the complexity discussion of
Section 3.3. The (B) curve shows the impact of the “noise”
on the discovery time, while a total of 5,000 fake adver-
tisements are published by the 50 noisers. The maximum
overhead is measured for r = 5 (30 ms), i.e. when nois-
ers are attached to each rendezvous peer of the network.
Then, for values of r up to 150, this overhead slightly de-
creases. This can be explained by the load balancing of pub-
lishing queries onto different replica peers, as we use the
same number of edge peers e (always equal to 50). From
r = 150 to r = 200, publishing fake advertisements no
longer influence the discovery time.
Discussion. As seen in Section 2, DHT algorithms are
usually benchmarked using the number of hops required to
perform a lookup. In addition to such an analysis of the
discovery protocol (see Section 3.3), we could measure and
explain the latency of discovery requests. Such results en-
able to tune applications based on this protocol depending
on the network size (r) and on the number of published ad-
vertisements. Therefore, they help finding an answer to the
following question: when should the application re-launch
a discovery query?
5. Conclusion
The interesting features of the P2P model have made it
attractive for both the academic and industrial world. Sev-
eral generic P2P frameworks are now available to develop-
ers wishing to use this model for their applications. How-
ever, very few experimental evaluations of these P2P li-
braries have been reported, especially at large scales.
In this paper, we focus on a de facto standard of P2P
programming: JXTA specifications. We provide a detailed
analysis of the protocol used to manage a JXTA overlay,
namely the peerview protocol. We also perform an anal-
ysis of the protocol used to lookup for resources: the dis-
covery protocol. The theoretical behavior of both protocols
is described and multi-site experimental tests are reported,
using the French Grid’5000 testbed with various JXTA-C
overlay configurations. The goal of these benchmarks is to
answer a common and unanswered question on the JXTA
mailing lists: how many rendezvous peers are supported by
JXTA in a given group? Our results show that with de-
fault values for parameters of the peerview protocol, the
goal of the algorithm is not achieved, even with as few as
45 rendezvous peers. However, parameter tuning makes it
possible to reach larger configurations in terms of number
of rendezvous peers. For the discovery protocol, we show
that discovery time is rather smaller, provided that all ren-
dezvous peers satisfy a given property. These results give
developers a better view of the scalability of JXTA proto-
cols.
Nevertheless, considering all the factors explored in this
paper, this research is not an exhaustive evaluation of the
scalability of JXTA protocols. In particular, no volatility
was introduced during the experiments. For instance, it
would be interesting to evaluate the behaviour of fall-back
mechanism used for resource discovery under high volatil-
ity. Further experiments should also evaluate the mecha-
nisms used by JXTA-C to address complex queries, such
as range queries.
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